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Abstract 

The periodic heavy flooding which Mexico experiences impacts negatively on its economic 

development. Adaptation and risk-management measures are predominantly based on cost 

evaluation, which therefore needs to be comprehensive. This paper evaluates the total 

economic cost of Hurricane Alex in the state of Nuevo León in 2010, which was the most 

devastating natural phenomenon recorded during the last 50 years. Therefore, for the first 

time in Mexico, a methodology was applied which factors in both direct costs (material 

damage) and indirect costs (productivity losses) in the affected region’s economy (MIP). 

This methodology was based on the input-output model. The results suggest that total costs 

were $20.5 billion MXN, of which 29% (6 billion) were indirect costs.  

Keywords: natural disasters; indirect costs; risk management; tropical cyclones; input-

output model.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

During the past few years, the intensity and frequency of hydrometeorological natural 

disasters have increased as a consequence of climate change1 . Among these natural 

disasters, those that affect Mexico most are tropical cyclones and consequent extreme 

flooding2 . The hydrographic characteristics and geographic distribution of large urban 

agglomerations increases the country’s vulnerability in the face of these natural 

phenomena.  

In recent years calculations have been disseminated regarding Mexico’s vulnerability to 

hydrometeorological events. For example, it has been calculated that the extent of the 

territory which is at risk measures 162,000 km2, which is the equivalent of 8.2% of the 

national territory (Arreguín-Cortés et al., 2016). It has also been observed that between 

2000 and 2016, natural disasters had an economic impact of $424.9296 billion MXN 

(CENAPRED, 2014). According to the National Meteorological Service, one of the years 

with the worst devastation in the country was 2010, with nine tropical cyclones being 

registered on national territory; some of these grew to be categorized as hurricanes, and in 

doing so surpassed the degree of devastation seen with Karl and Matthew, which also 

affected the state of Veracruz. Ultimately, Alex was the most catastrophic, which caused 
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damage in the states of Tamaulipas, Nuevo León and Coahuila, at the estimated amount of 

$25.0149 billion MXN3 . 

Alex was considered one of the most powerful hurricanes of the past 50 years 

(CENAPRED, 2014); the state of Nuevo León was most damaged by Alex4 . The region’s 

geography (the state and in particular its capital, Monterrey) presents conditions which 

foster flooding, landslides and droughts (Torres et al., 2010). The Santa Catarina river, 

which runs through the city of Monterrey, is the main cause of flooding, provoked by the 

presence of hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico, which affect the region’s society and 

economy in an important way. 

The case of hurricane Alex was chosen given the devastation it incurred, due to the amount 

of rain that fell during a short period of time5 . Accordingly, the purpose of this work is to 

calculate the total economic costs caused by this natural phenomenon in the Mexican 

Republic. 

However, traditional evaluations of the record of losses caused by natural disasters only 

take direct damage to physical infrastructure into account (Veen, 2004; Cole, 2003; Steenge 

and Bockarjova, 2007); that is, the monetary quantification of the physical destruction 

caused by the natural phenomenon. On the other hand, there is evidence of the chain effect 

caused by direct damage, which are referred to as indirect costs and which include all of the 

costs associated to restrictions in production as a consequence of physical destruction. It is 

estimated that these costs represent a considerable part of the total economic costs of a 

disaster (Cochrane, 1997; Hallegatte and Przyluski, 2010; Veen, 2004). Calculation of 

indirect costs is fundamental in achieving efficient management of the risks due to 

flooding. To do this, it is necessary to evaluate the loss of labor productivity and industrial 

capital, with the objective of calculating the effects which permeate the rest of the economy 

during the rebuilding process. Upon considering the foregoing factors, vulnerability could 

be diminished and the resilience of regions affected by natural disasters could be increased 

(Okuyama, 2009; Rose, 2004; Veen and Logtmeijer, 2003). 

The objective of this work is to calculate the total economic impact caused by hurricane 

Alex in the state of Nuevo León. This impact includes direct and indirect effects to the 

economy. The methodology employed here allowed for a calculation of direct costs caused 

by damage to industrial capital, residential capital and infrastructure. Additionally, it 

presents a calculation of indirect damages associated with productivity restrictions caused 

by the damages to infrastructure and industrial capital. It also calculates the costs associated 

with labor restrictions and changes in behavior of demand in households.  

One advantage of the methodology that was used for the calculation of damages is that it 

took as a base the input-output model (IO), that allows for a measurement of chain effects 

(or indirect ones) which result from sectorial and regional interrelationships. In general, the 

methodological proposal presented here will contribute to a more effective preparation and 

adaption for future natural events in these regions.  

Section 2 offers a summary of the principal methodologies for economic evaluation of 

damages caused by natural disasters, and examines in particular various application of the 
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IO methodology to this issue. The third section explicates a model which was used for the 

calculation of damages caused by flooding; the data are described in section 4. Results are 

presented in section 5, and finally, conclusions are offered in section 6.  

 

2. PRECEDENTS TO ECONOMIC EVALUATION METHODS  

 

Methodologies  

Within the economics literature an intense debate exists regarding which methodology 

should be used in the analysis of natural disasters. The conversation is derived from the 

influence that assumptions, data and referenced theories have on the results (Okuyama, 

2007; Greenberg et al., 2007). Among the most widely applied methodologies are 

econometric models, the IO model and the applied general equilibrium model (AGE). All 

of the alternatives seek to rectify the weaknesses that have emerged when natural disasters 

are subjected to analysis.  

On one hand, the statistical rigorousness of econometric models allows for making 

predictions about the impact of natural disasters. Still, the application of this type of 

analysis requires historical information about natural disasters in the regional environment, 

a fact which complicates the implementation of these sorts of tools, given the scarcity of 

data during the time period and for the region. Another related problem concerning the data 

is that it does not distinguish between direct and indirect losses generated by natural events. 

Consequently, the lack of adequate data for the analysis limits the applicability of 

econometric models (Cochrane, 2004; Greenberg et al., 2007; Hallegatte and Przyluski, 

2010; Li et al., 2013; Okuyama, 2007 and 2009).  

On the other hand, the circular flow of the economy in equilibrium is the basis for IO 

models, which are made up of inter-industrial transaction tables for the whole economy. 

This information is then organized in matrices. When learning about transactions between 

economic agents, it is possible to evaluate the indirect effects through the value chain. One 

advantage of using this methodology is that it requires less calibration of parameters as 

compared to other methodologies; another advantage is that IO matrices can be 

regionalized. The foregoing allows for regional analyses, and for the calculation of indirect 

losses from natural disasters. Nonetheless, disadvantages in the application of this 

methodology include the fact that they constitute a static model based on a function of 

production for fixed proportions and fixed prices, and that it does not consider input 

substitution or imports (Cole, 2003; Greenberg et al., 2007; Okuyama, 2007 and 2009; 

Rose, 2004). 

As opposed to the limitations of IO models, EGA models seek to reduce the rigidity related 

to supply restrictions, price changes, nonlinearity and the substitution of input and imports. 

The disadvantage is that they increase considerably the number of parameters with an 

exogenous calibration. In the analysis of natural disasters, the problem is that EGA models 

assume that the economy is in equilibrium at all times, which is in fact impossible to 



sustain in the case of a negative natural phenomenon (Cole, 2003; Greenberg et al., 2007; 

Okuyama, 2007 and 2009; Rose, 2004).  

 

Applications of the IO model 

The decision to study the impact of hurricane Alex with the IO model is based on its 

capacity to undertake a regional analysis (the state of Nuevo León), to calculate the indirect 

effects and to measure damages in a scenario of economic disequilibrium provoked by a 

weather event. 

Before explaining the IO model as applied to this case study, some studies that adopt this 

model and apply it to the topic of natural disasters will be reviewed. Natural disasters 

provoke economic disequilibria in the IO model that Steenge and Bockarjova (2007) 

incorporate using an accounting matrix of the event’s damages (AMED). The main 

diagonal of an AMED shows the damaged proportion of each sector’s productive capacity. 

As such, disequilibria and possible bottlenecks after a negative natural phenomenon are 

accounted for using the AMED, in addition to recuperation.  

Another adaptation of the model consists of including an analysis of goods and services 

substitution by way of imports (Bockarjova et al., 2004; Steege and Bockjarjova, 2007). A 

further contribution of the IO model was developed by Hallegatte (2008), who added a 

temporal dimension, with the goal of studying the recuperation process. This model is 

called the regional adaptive input-output model (RAIOM). For the analysis of the 

recuperation process, this model considers bottlenecks in production that are caused by 

natural disasters, and the adaptive behavior of consumers and producers before the event. 

However, a weakness of this model is the fact that it excludes restrictions in productive 

labor capacity from the analysis, and likewise with losses of residential capital (Li et al., 

2013). 

Li et al. (2013) seek to make up for the limitations of the RAIOM by taking into account 

restrictions in production caused by damages from a natural disaster, including those 

caused to the labor force. Another element of Li et al.’s (2013) model is the incorporation 

of damage to residential capital. The RAIOM covers desirable characteristics for the 

analysis of natural disasters, given that it includes the analysis of damages to capital and 

industry work, and it incorporates economic disequilibria that result from the event, as well 

as bottlenecks in the economic supply of the affected economy. 

Recently, Mendoza-Tinoco et al. (2017) developed the so-called “flood footprint,” which is 

an analytical framework for the evaluation of damages, both of the flooded region and of 

those economic systems which are interconnected on a broader scale. The methodology 

builds on what is developed by Li et al. (2013). 

The present article applies Mendoza-Tinoco et al.’s (2017) methodology (refer to the article 

for a more detailed explication of the model), and in addition it broadens the methodology 

so as to include a capital matrix, which provides consistency to the transition from a stock 



variable (industrial capital) and a flow variable (production), during the process of 

recovery. Finally, changes in final demand are explained by modeling the adaptive behavior 

of consumers.  

 

3. EMPIRICAL STRATEGY 

Below, the most relevant equations of the methodology are presented, and the incorporation 

of the capital matrix concept is developed.  

The methodology gathers the fundamentals of the IO model6 . The IO tables offer 

information regarding inter-industrial transactions of the whole economy in a matrix 

arrangement, which can be represented using a system of linear equations:  

 

(1) 

Where x is a vector-column with dimension n x 1 (n is the number of sectors), that 

represents the total production of each sector7 . Ax represents the intermediate demand 

vector, while every element of matrix A ([aij]) is the technical coefficient that indicates the 

quantity of product i which is necessary to produce a unit of product j. Finally, f stands for 

the final demand vector of each industry.  

In order to consider other principal productive factors, the basic equation developed by 

Steenge and Bockarjova (2007) is utilized (see equation 2), which includes all intermediate 

goods transactions and the requirements for labor in each sector. At this point the economy 

is considered to be in equilibrium, with full usage of the productive factors:  

 

(2) 

After a negative shock to the economy, like that caused by a natural disaster, market forces 

become unbalanced, which produces a gap between the reduced supply –caused by the 

disruptions of the productive capacity of the industry and of labor–; and changes in demand 

–caused by changes in behavior and the demand for reconstruction goods–. As such, the 

total production capacity of the economy, after considering the restrictions to industrial 

capital and the workforce, is proportional to the least of them:  

 

(3) 

Where is the productive capacity of capital during the time period t, and is the 

productive capacity of labor during the time period t of recovery.  
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Accordingly, the final total demand for each period during recovery sees as necessary the 

inputs of said industry, plus the final demand that includes the capital goods necessary for 

reconstruction (see equation 4)8 .  

 

(4) 

Where represents the intermediate input requirements of industry i for the rest of the 

sectors. And represents the final demand that incorporates the demand for goods to 

be used in repairing damages.  

For the process of economic recovery, the capital matrix concept is incorporated into the 

methodology, allowing for a methodological transformation consistent between capital 

investment and productive capacity.  

 

Recovery processes after a disaster 

An economy may be considered recovered once the labor capacities and industrial 

production are in equilibrium and the value of the total demand and production regain their 

level previous to the disaster. The method of using the remaining resources, to reach 

conditions before the disaster, is modeled following the rationing diagram. 

The first step is to determine the production capacity available in each period following the 

disaster. In the context of Leontief production functions, productive capacity is determined 

by the minimum of each productive, capital and labor factor, as is demonstrated below:  

 

(5) 

Second, the level of restricted production capacity is compared to the total demand, to 

determine the allocation strategy of the remaining resources, and for reconstruction 

planning. The rules for this process constitute what is called the rationing diagram, which is 

described below.  

 

Rationing diagram  

The recovery process requires the allocation of remaining resources in order to meet the 

society’s necessities during the aftermath of the disaster. In the present work, a diagram of 

proportional prioritization rationing was used which assigns first the remaining production 

between the inter-industrial demand and afterwards focuses on the categories of final 

demand9 . 
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When calculating the productive possibilities for the following period, real production is 

compared first to inter-industrial demand. Defining as the production 

necessary for the industry to satisfy the intermediate demand of other industries, two 

possible scenarios can emerge following the disaster (Hallegatte, 2008). 

The first scenario arises if , in which case the industry production i across time t 

in the post-disaster situation cannot satisfy the intermediate demands of other 

industries. This situation constitutes a bottleneck in the production chain, where production 

in industry j is limited by , where is the proportion of restricted production 

in industry . 

This process happens for each industry; subsequently, one should consider the fact that the 

industries that produce less also have less demand, and in this way, affect and reduce 

production of other industries. Iterations of this process continue until the production 

capacity can satisfy the adjusted intermediate demand and a portion of the remaining 

production is available to satisfy a part of the final demand and for reconstruction, and 

accordingly increase the productive capacity of the following period. This situation leads to 

a partial equilibrium, where is defined as the level of adjusted intermediate demand. 

The asterisk in represents the adjusted production capacity that provides the partial 

equilibrium and is less than the real production capacity of equation (11). 

This process continues until the total available production at each moment can 

satisfy the intermediate demand in the time t, . 

The second scenario is produced when . Accordingly, intermediate demand can 

be satisfied without affecting the production of other industries. 

It should be mentioned that the first scenario only happens when the shock to the economy 

is of such a magnitude that some of the businesses are not capable of satisfying even 

intermediate demand, after which the second scenario arises. In the case of the economy 

having the capacity to satisfy intermediate demand following the disaster, only the second 

scenario will be modeled.  

In both cases, the remaining production after having satisfied intermediate demand is 

allocated proportionally to recovery demand and to other categories of final demand. 

Additionally, it is assumed that part of the unsatisfied final demand is covered by imports, 

some of which contribute to the recovery process when they are allocated to reconstruction 

demand.  

 



Capital matrix 

This section describes the incorporation of the capital matrix to the analytical framework of 

economic impact evaluation, in order to achieve a methodological transformation 

consisting of investment of capital to productive capacity. A capital matrix is generally 

used in the IO analysis to simulate economic growth through the accumulation of capital. 

Albert Steenge (Triple E Consulting, 2014) proposes using a capital matrix when analyzing 

the economic impact of natural disasters, and he considers investment in recovery an 

exogenous variable which allows for recovery planning. 

The capital matrix is adapted within the analytical framework that has been presented, 

where investment in reconstruction is allocated according to the proportion of 

reconstruction demand, as relating to the other types of final demand. As was mentioned 

with the rationing diagram, it is assumed that non-damaged production is allocated to 

different categories of final demand once it satisfies intermediate demand.  

A capital matrix K is a square matrix in which each element [ k (i, j) ] denotes the amount 

of capital goods produced by sector i to increase the production capacity of sector j in the 

unit. That is to say, the elements in column j represent the “formula” of the machinery, the 

equipment and other capital goods which are necessary for sector j to increase its 

productivity in one unit, while maintaining input and technology levels constant (Miller and 

Blair, 2009). 

It bears remembering that the recovery process requires restoring and replacing damaged 

capital and residential stock. Throughout this process, the production capacity increases 

across local production and imports allocated to reconstruction investments. Note that 

residential capital reconstruction happens through the consumption of final products in the 

reconstruction sectors.  

Inversion of capital for reconstruction, , is calculated as the participation of 

reconstruction demand within the final total demand, multiplied by the remaining 

production after having satisfied intermediate demand, , as demonstrated in 

equation (6):  

 

(6) 

It is worth mentioning that in this case the investment in recovering industrial capital 

implies both technical requirements for capital, by industry, broken down in capital matrix 

K, in addition to the productive capacity amount that is added to the following period 

 



Likewise, the participation of imports that invest in recovering capital can be expressed, in 

order to calculate its contribution to the increase in production capacity during the process 

of reconstruction. Once the amount of imports designated for investment in capital is 

determined, as in equation (7), the productive capacity restored via imports can be obtained 

easily .  

 

(7) 

It should be remembered that the sum represents the final total demand of categories 

k: households, government, capital, and exports. Thus, the total investment in recovery of 

capital in each period is:  

 

(8) 

Multiplication by the inverse of the capital matrix provides industrial productive capacity, 

which is added for the following period, . 

Accordingly, for the following period, the possibilities of industrial capacity production is 

given by the following expression:  

 

(9) 

This allows for the reformulation of the function for the vector in terms of a capital 

matrix Leontief (K). By substituting the term in equation (9), in terms of the capital 

matrix, the total demand that the economy needs in each period during the recovery process 

is obtained:  

 

(10) 

A new iteration of this process begins again and continues until the total demand and total 

production is found to be in equilibrium and at the same level as before the disaster.  

 

Total economic impact 

Lastly, the total economic impact of event (tec), is the sum of direct costs (vadir) and 

indirect costs (vaind) generated during each period of the recovery process, as expressed in 



equation (11). Costs are measured in terms of value added, which in the case of direct 

damages, is equal to the cost of replacement, at market price. This makes up the total 

recovery demand, . On the other hand, the indirect cost is calculated as the 

accumulation of differences between the level of production before the disaster (x0) and the 

restricted production after the disaster in each period , which is equal to the term 

, where T is the time estimated for the economy’s recovery.  

 

(11) 

 

4. DATA 

The data necessary to undertake the analysis using the proposed methodology can be 

described in two general groups. On one hand, it is necessary to collect information on the 

socioeconomic variables of the region that received the hurricane’s impact. The other set of 

necessary information regards damages incurred by the hurricane. A monthly time scale is 

utilized in the temporal analysis, and a sector disaggregation of 19 economic sectors (see 

sector disaggregation in column 1 of table A1 in the Appendix). Below is a detailed account 

of this. 

It should be noted that all of the data are for the year 2010, and in the case of monetary 

values, they are deflated to 2007 prices10 .  

 

Economic data 

The economic variables that need corresponding data are the following: capital stock, 

household stock, final demand, employment and the level of inter-industrial commerce. The 

information is required at a regional level (for the state of Nuevo León), and when not 

available at that scale, statistical techniques are used as a way to regionalize the data.  

Capital stock, employment and final demand (or GDP) are available at a regional level. The 

first two variables were obtained from the Economic Census of 2014, by the National 

Institute of Statistics and Geography [Spanish INEGI]; the GDP was obtained from the 

Bank of Economic Information (BEI), while household stock was obtained at the national 

level from the 2010 Population and Household Census by INEGI. Lastly, the inter-

industrial transactions that were used are found in the national input-output matrix (IOM) 

for 2008. As part of the methodology, Flegg´s coefficient technique for increased 

localizations was used to regionalize the technical coefficient matrix, starting from the 

regional employment in relation to the national employment. The distribution of final 
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regional demand for household costs, governmental costs, capital formation, and exports 

and imports, follows the same distribution as the national.  

 

Information on damages  

The model requires information on damages to industrial capital, residential capital and 

infrastructure. Additionally, information is needed regarding impacts to the workforce´s 

productive capacity, as well as changes to final demand. 

Statistics for damages to physical capital were obtained from the Characteristics and 

socioeconomic impact of main disasters that occurred in the Mexican republic during 2010 

report (CENAPRED, 2014), which also gives an account of the damages to social sectors 

(households, health, education and hydraulic infrastructure) of $7.275 billion MXN; 

economic infrastructure (highways, electricity production, navy and urban)of $13.356 

billion MXN; productive sectors (agriculture, livestock and aquaculture, commerce and 

services) of $706 million, and the environment. For the industrial sectors, a distribution of 

damages based on the size of each industry within the regional economy was performed. 

This distribution can be consulted in column 5 of table A1 of the Appendix, in which 

event’s damage vector is designated. 

As concerning impacts to the productivity of the workforce and household consumption, 

the novel character of this methodology establishes the need for data that is sometimes not 

available, as was the case for the effects of hurricane Alex. To resolve this situation, an 

analysis of various cases was performed based on the values of other variables. In the case 

of impacts to the workforce, the reported proportion of population affected was considered 

with respect to the total regional population, a proportion which was applied directly to the 

PEA proportion in Nuevo León. It is also assumed that this population suffered delays of 

one hour for transportation to their jobs during the first month, which then decreased 

linearly for six months until reaching zero. This parameter adds uncertainty which can be 

overcome by undertaking a sensibility analysis, which determines the stability of the model 

and tests the solidity of the scenario’s data.  

Meanwhile, the changes in final demand for households follow psychological patterns, as 

has been observed following a disaster, when the population decreases consumption of non-

basic goods, showing prevention behavior. In this regard, it was assumed that such a 

decrease applies only to the affected population; an estimate of a 20% decrease in non-basic 

goods is given, with a linear recuperation of five months. A sensibility analysis was 

performed with respect to this parameter as well. 

The cases under consideration are: a) impacts to industrial capital without impacts to the 

workforce or final demand; b) impacts on industrial capital with impacts on the workforce 

(disequilibria in productive factors); c) impact to industrial capital and final demand; and d) 

impact to industrial capital, the workforce, and final demand. In these cases, impacts on 

residential capital are also considered.  



 

5. RESULTS  

Below are presented the most relevant results of the analysis. The first part shows the total 

costs (direct and indirect) caused by damages to industrial capital, residential capital and 

infrastructure. The second part demonstrates the results of cases for probable impact values 

to productive capacity of labor, and to household consumption. A sensibility analysis 

proves the stability of the model.  

 

Total economic costs to the state of Nuevo León 

The entity’s GDP in 2010 was $855 billion MXN (in 2009 prices), which represents 

approximately 0.73% of the national GDP for that year. Additionally, around 1,234,000 

employees were registered in the region, which makes up about 0.6% of the total workforce 

in Mexico.  

According to the present analysis, Nuevo León’s economy took around 20 months to 

recover after the natural phenomenon’s occurrence. Within the proposed methodological 

framework, recovery is reached with the economy reaches equilibrium again, and when the 

production level is the same as before the disaster. The quantification of the total economic 

loss rises to $27.423 billion MXN, which would amount to 3.2% of the state’s GDP for that 

year.  

Figure 1 shows the composition of damages by category. Direct economic losses (which are 

made up of damages to industrial capital, the city’s infrastructure and to homes) represent 

2.3% of the regional annual GDP ($21.500 billion MXN), of which 95% correspond to 

industrial and infrastructure damages. Indirect economic loss –which is the sum of all 

production flows that are not performed as a consequence of disruptions to productivity— 

represents an additional loss, equivalent to 1% of the state’s GDP ($5.922 billion MXN). 

This means that indirect damages were 28% higher than direct costs.  

  

Figure 1. Distribution of damages by category (in millions of Mexican pesos)  



 
 

Source: prepared by the authors based on the model’s results.  

  

Economic recovery 

This section describes the trajectories of economic variables which are involved in the 

recovery process, such as recovery of the productive capacity of industry, the participation 

of imports in recovery, and the dynamics of final demand that include demand for 

reconstruction. 

Figure 2a shows the indirect damaged accumulated during the recovery process, and is 

calculated as the distance between the final demand satisfied by the available production 

during a period and at a level preceding the disaster. It can be seen that the initial decrease 

of the productive capacity is 2% compared to the value added in Nuevo León. This figure 

also shows the rapid initial recovery, especially during the first five months, a period when 

the economy recovered approximately 95% of the damaged productive capacity. However, 

the shape of the recovery curve is influenced by the rationing diagram chosen for the 

model, within which inter-industrial demand and recovery demand are prioritized above the 

rest of the final demand. The results indicate that for period (month) 15, the production 

level was basically the same as before the disaster; yet, disequilibria in the markets do exist, 

and accordingly the process continues until period 20. 

Figure 2b then shows the dynamics of recovery of the productive capacity of capital, and its 

interaction with total productive capacity. Delays in production in following the recovery 

pace of industrial capital is due to secondary effects caused by disequilibria across 

production chains in each industry. Figure 2c illustrates the disequilibria between supply 



and demand. Finally, figure 2d demonstrates the contribution of imports to the recovery 

process.  

  

Figure 2. Dynamics of economic variable during the recovery process  

 
 

Source: prepared by the authors based on the model’s results.  

  

Sectoral analysis 

One of the advantages of the methodology being used here is that, given that it is 

circumscribed in the IO analysis, a sectoral analysis of the results is possible, which allows 

for a look at how the effects of the shock to the economy are distributed across production 

chains. This element of the methodology becomes useful for planning in flood risk 

management, in addition to adjustment policy.  



Figure 3 presents the distribution of economic impact in the 19 productive sectors, divided 

into direct and indirect damages. The damages, in particular direct ones, are concentrated in 

sectors related to infrastructure, i.e. that of Electricity, Gas and Water, and the 

Transportation sector. These two sectors concentrate 81% of the event’s total damage, 

which for direct damages represents 93%, though only 39% as regards indirect damages.  

  

Figure 3. Sectorial distribution of economic impact 

 
 

Source: prepared by the author based on the results of the model.  

  

Additionally, it can be observed that the remaining sectors were affected primarily by 

indirect damages, despite not having been reached directly by the effects of the hurricane.  

Direct losses in the sector with highest damage, that of Electricity, Gas and Water, 

represent 57% of the total direct economic losses; while the sector with the next highest 

direct damages (Transportation and Storage) make up 36% of the rubric.  



Regarding the sectors with highest indirect damage, that of Transportation and Storage sees 

the highest concentration, with 31% of total indirect damages. Following it is the 

manufacturing industry sector, whose indirect losses are 22% of the total. 

It is worth noting that the Transportation and Storage sector and that of Education are found 

to be among the three most affected sectors in each category, even though the proportion of 

indirect damages is much higher for Education (58%) than for Transportation and Storage 

(20%). 

Figure 4 allows for a more detailed analysis of the distribution of direct and indirect 

damages by sector, independently of their amounts. This makes it possible to know which 

of the sectors were found to be proportionally more affected in an indirect way. It is 

especially the Service sectors, which are at the end of the production chain, that turn out to 

be the most indirectly affected—such as the Commerce, Business Support and Professional 

Services sectors. The proportion of indirect damages in primary sectors such as Agriculture 

and secondary, such as Manufacturing, is notable. The foregoing can be explained as a 

result of high levels of damage to energy and transportation infrastructure.  

  

Figure 4. Proportional distribution of damages  

 
 

Source: prepared by the author based on the results of the model.  



  

Case and sensibility analyses 

Here, the effect of impacts to workers and possible changes to households’ final demand 

are analyzed. To do this, hypothetical values were used, based on possible scenarios and in 

line with information from reports on damages caused by hurricane Alex in Nuevo León. 

Nonetheless, information on these variables is scarce, especially in the form that the model 

requires, such that various scenarios were considered for its implementation. 

In the case of impact to the workforce, the proportion of people affected with respect to the 

total population was taken and applied to the total working population for impacts that 

caused delays in transportation of up to two hours during the first month. A linear 

recuperation was modeled for five months.  

For the case of changes to household consumption, the total portion of the affected 

population was taken into account. A 20 % decrease in their consumption of non-basic 

products during the first month. A linear recuperation was modeled over five months.  

The parameters under consideration are conservative and based on reported data. 

Nonetheless, a sensibility analysis was performed for the parameters in order to prove the 

model’s stability and the solidity of the results. The sensibility analysis considered the 

variation of the parameters to be +/- 10% with respect to the initial values. 

From figure 5a to 5b the values of different variables across the recovery process are 

shown. The error bars calculate the standard deviation for each point across time. The 

sensibility analysis applies for the case in which the workforce is affected, but not the final 

demand. In that case, the average value of indirect costs is $6.086 billion MXN, with a 

standard deviation of +/- $80 (+/- 1.3%) million MXN, which represents an additional 3% 

than when not considering the decrease in productivity because of impacts to the 

workforce. 

  

Figure 5. Analysis of damages due to impacts to the workforce  



 
 

Source: Prepared by the authors based on results from the model.  

  

Figure 6 shows, on the other hand, the effect of changes to final demand, but without 

variation of the workforce and with respect to indirect damage variables (see figure 5a), for 

total production, given the changes in behavior of final consumers (see figure 5b), the 

evolution of final demand (see figure 5c), and the evolution of value added under this 

scenario (see figure 5d). The results show average indirect damages of a total of $6.172 

billion MXN, with a standard deviation of +/- $15 million (+/- 0.3%) MXN, and an 

increase of 4% as compared to the base scenario.  

  

Figure 6. Analysis of damages by impacts to final demand  



 
 

Source: prepared by the authors based on the results of the model. 

  

Finally, a global sensibility analysis was performed. That is, varying all of the parameters at 

the same time (for workforce and household final demand). The results show average 

indirect damages of a total of $6.636 billion MXN, with a standard deviation of $96 million 

(+/- 1.5%) MXN, which represents 7% compared to the base scenario. A summary of the 

results can be seen in table 1, where the damage increase index (DII) indicates how much 

indirect economic cost was implied by each damage monetary unit to the productive (or 

industrial) capital.  

  



 

  

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The present article analyzed the total costs of damages caused by hurricane Alex in the 

state of Nuevo León in 2010. To do so, a methodology was implemented to evaluate such 

damages, considering in particular the disequilibrium in the productive capacity caused by 

damages to industrial capital and infrastructure. The analysis demonstrates that, for each $1 

MXN of real estate, equipment and infrastructure destruction, losses in production were 

generated of almost $0.29 MXN, due to inter-sectoral connections in the industry that are 

disrupted after the disaster.  

Additionally, a sensibility analysis was performed, to measure the probable effects of 

impacts to the productive capacity of the workforce and of changes to consumption 

patterns. The average values suggest an impact to the workforce equivalent to 4.14% plus 

0.8% to indirect damages. A reduction in consumption of non-basic goods by 20% by the 

affected population represents an additional 0.4% to indirect damages. Finally, an analysis 

that considers variation in all parameters allows for a calculation of indirect damage close 

to 31% of that occasioned by damages to industry. 

This analysis shows the relevance of indirect damages to total costs caused by a natural 

disaster and demonstrates which sectors were most indirectly affected, given the physical 

destruction. Evidence was provided that there are industrial sectors which are economically 

vulnerable to natural disasters in an indirect way, including when they are not directly 

impacted by the natural phenomenon. 



Research based on this methodology seeks to improve the efficiency of adjustment policies, 

to consider minimizing indirect costs. Additionally, it allows for an evaluation of public 

policies for recovery, with an analysis of different scenarios of resource allocation for 

reconstruction. 

The pioneering character of this study of natural disasters in Mexico faces some challenges. 

The main challenge was the lack of data for direct damages and their degree of aggregation. 

Future studies anticipate development and implementation of damage functions that allow 

for a more rapid and precise evaluation of total economic costs. In addition, the analysis of 

all affected regions at a national level may be considered to the same effect, which would 

make better national adjustment policies possible.  
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1 Climate change affects the hydrological cycle and provokes the existence of some dry 

regions and others with abundant rain, that turns into flooding. In the period from 1985-

2010, flooding across the planet occurred mostly in urban areas. This is combined with 

poor urban development in cities, and changes in soil usage—problems which impede 

proper water filtration (Arreguín-Cortés et al., 2016).  

 
2 Flooding is caused by overflowing rivers, intense rain that accumulates in some area, 

failing sewage systems in urban zones, deforestation, urbanization, inadequate dams, tides, 

tropical cyclones, and other factors (IPCC, 2012).  

 
3 The direct total economic impact of natural disasters in 2010 was an estimated $92.1461 

billion MXN (CENAPRED, 2014).  

 
4 Its direct impact was $21.5008 billion MXN (CENAPRED, 2014, p. 321).  

 
5 From the night of June 30, to the morning of July 1, Alex destroyed urban and residential 

infrastructure, leaving 15,800 families homeless.  

 
6 Note that with respect to symbols and formulas: the matrices are represented by uppercase 

letters in bold italics (XX), vectors in bold italics (xx) and scalars with italics (xx). Vectors 

are column vectors, and line vectors are obtained by transporting vector (x´x´); a 

conversion of a diagonal matrix vector is expressed with an uppercase letter with 

circumflex ; Operators ¨.*¨and ¨./¨are used to express multiplication element by element, 

and division element by element of two vectors, respectively.  

 
7 For the model it is assumed that each sector produces a uniform product at a single price.  

 
8 The indices in parenthesis indicate the industrial sector.  

 
9 It is assumed that the productivity of any productive factor does not change during the 

recovery process, as is the case with Leontief production functions. It is also supposed that 

the disaster happens just after time t = 0 and that the recovery process starts at t = 1.  

 
10 This year was chosen as it can be considered to have more economic stability than 2010.  
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